DIRECTIONS FROM MALAGA AIRPORT TO ARDALES.
We offer two alternative sets of directions depending on how you confident about
driving in Spain. The first is mostly motorway, faster but can be a bit daunting if
you are new to Spanish driving habits and/or left hand drive. The second is via
quieter roads and will allow you to get used to your car.
Route 1
1) Follow signs for SALIDA (wayout) from airport.
2) Follow signs for the motorway- direction; N340/MA21 Malaga (Left hand
lane)
3) Continue along this road for approx 3 km. Take the second major turning on
right signposted MA20 Antequera.
4) Continue along this road for approx 2 km. Stay in the right hand lane/ Take
the first major turning at junction 7 signposted, among other things, Cartama.
Stay in the left hand lane, the road splits, keep in the left hand lane and join the
A357/ Congratulations it is now easy/
5) If you want to stop at a supermarket en route, we recommend LIDL at
Cartama Estacion –exit at Junction 54
Please phone when you pass/leave here and we will get to meeting point for your
arrival in Ardales- about 30 minutes from here.
Tel: 0034 635 105 943

6) Rejoin the A357- direction Coin/Campillos
Follow this road all the way to ARDALES
7) Follow A357 PAST the first turning to Ardales. Just after km 22, take the next
turning- Ardales/El Chorro and follow the signs to the petrol/service station.
(turn right at the T junction, go under the A357 and service station is on the
right. .We will meet you there.
There is a good coffee shop and the service station sells basics e.g fresh bread etc,
if you were unable to stop at the service station.
We have a blue Fiat Duplo van

Route 2
1) Follow signs for SALIDA(wayout) from airport.
2) Follow signs for E15 N340
MALAGA/CADIZ.
3) At 1st small roundabout, go straight on- direction:

MALAGA /TORREMOLINOS/CADIZ
4) Now get in right hand lane heading towards TORREMOLINOS.
5) Continue along this road for approx 1 km. Take first major turning on right
which is exit 2 and signposted:
A404 Churriana
Coin
Alhaurin.
6) At roundabout take turning signposted:
A7050 CHURRIANA/ CARTAMA.
A404 ALHAURIN DE LA TORRE
(. After about 1.5km, look out for supermarket called “DIA” on the left hand side of
the road. Now get into right hand lane.)
7) At roundabout take right hand turning signposted:A 7052
Churriana
CARTAMA
This will take you directly to the A357 main road to Carratraca and Ardales and you
have avoided some very difficult motorway junctions.)
8) Continue on this road heading for CARTAMA. There is a roundabout at a large
garden centre selling giant palm trees.
Take 2nd turning, signposted CARTAMA
9) Continue on this road until you see blue signpost:
A357 CARTAMA / CAMPILLOS
10) At roundabout turn left to join A357 .
11) If you want to stop at a supermarket en route, we recommend LIDL at
Catama Estacion –exit at km 57. –You will have joined the A357 at km 54- so it is
the first exit and you can see the supermarket from the exit slip road.
Please phone when you pass/leave here and we will get to meeting point for your
arrival in Ardales- about 30 minutes from here.
Tel: 0034 635 105 943
12) Re-join A357- direction Campillos Follow A357 PAST the first turning to
Ardales. Just after km 22, take the next turning- Ardales/El Chorro and follow
the signs to the petrol/service station. (turn right at the T junction, go under the
A357 and service station is on the right. .We will meet you there.
There is a good coffee shop and the service station sells basics e.g fresh bread etc,
if you were unable to stop at the service station.
We have a blue Fiat Duplo van

